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Abstract. To improve the accuracy in terms of precision and recall of an audio information retrieval system
we have created a domain-specific ontology (a collection of key concepts and their interrelationships), as well
as a novel, pruning algorithm. Given the shortcomings of keyword-based techniques, we have opted to employ a
concept-based technique utilizing this ontology. Achieving high precision and high recall is the key problem in
the retrieval of audio information. In traditional approaches, high recall is typically achieved at the expense of low
precision, and vice versa. Through the use of a domain-specific ontology appropriate concepts can be identified
during metadata generation (description of audio) or query generation, thus improving precision.
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When irrelevant concepts are associated with queries or documents there is a loss of precision. On the other side
of the coin, if relevant concepts are discarded, a loss of recall will ensue. In conjunction with the use of a domain
specific ontology we have thus proposed a novel, automatic pruning algorithm which prunes as many irrelevant
concepts as possible during any case of description and identification of documents, and query generation. To
improve recall, A controlled and correct query expansion mechanism is proposed for the improvement of recall,
thus guaranteeing that precision will not be lost.
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We have constructed a demonstration prototype, and experimentally and analytically we have shown that our
model, compared to keyword search, achieves a significantly higher degree of precision and recall.
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1. Introduction26

New search and retrieval methods are more and more in demand as the amount of useful27
multimedia information being created (e.g., on the web) continues to swell. Most challenging28
is the large quantity of non-textual information, such as audio, video, and images, as well29
as more familiar textual information must be accommodated. The fact that users can be30
easily overwhelmed by the amount of information available via electronic means is a key31
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problem. Network bandwidth is often wasted through the transfer of irrelevant information 32
in the form of documents (e.g. text, audio, video) retrieved by an information retrieval system 33
and which are of no use to the user. This condition, which can be a source of frustration to 34
the user, is a result of inaccuracies in the representation of the documents in the database, as 35
well as confusion and imprecision in user queries, conditions that result from the fact that 36
users are frequently unable to express their needs efficiently and accurately. These factors 37
contribute to the loss of information and to the provision of irrelevant information. This 38
means that the key problem to be addressed in information selection is the development of 39
a search mechanism to guarantee the delivery of a minimum of irrelevant information (high 40
precision), as well as insuring that relevant information is not overlooked (high recall). 41

Keyboard based techniques comprise the traditional solution to the problem of recall 42
and precision in information retrieval. Documents are retrieved if they contain a keyword 43
or some combination of keywords specified by the user. But it will be the case that many 44
documents contain the desired semantic information, even though they do not contain the 45
user specified keywords. However, this limitation can be addressed through the use of a query 46
expansion mechanism. Through such a mechanism, additional search terms are added to the 47
original query based on the statistical co-occurrence of terms (Smeaton et al.,1993). Under 48
these circumstances recall will be increased, but generally at the expense of deteriorating 49
precision (Peat et al., 1991; Woods, 1999). We have designed and implemented a concept- 50
based model using ontologies in order to overcome the shortcomings of keyword-based 51
technique in responding to information selection requests (Khan et al., 2000). This model, 52
which employs a domain dependent ontology, is presented in this paper. An ontology is a 53
collection of concepts and their interrelationships which can collectively provide an abstract 54
view of an application domain (Bunge, 1977; Gruber, 1993). 55

The use of an ontology-based model presents two key problems: one is the extraction 56
of the semantic concepts from the keywords and the other is document indexing. With 57
regard to the extraction of semantic concepts, the first problem, the key issue is to identify 58
appropriate concepts which describe and identify documents on the one hand, and on 59
the other, the language employed in user requests. Here, it is important to make sure that 60
irrelevant concepts will not be associated and matched, and that relevant concepts will not be 61
discarded. High precision and high recall, in other words, will be preserved during concept 62
selection for documents or user requests. To address the first problem, in this paper we 63
propose an automatic mechanism for the selection of these concepts from the description 64
of documents/user requests. Through this mechanism irrelevant concepts will be pruned 65
while allowing relevant concepts to become associated with documents/user requests. In 66
addition, a novel, scalable disambiguation algorithm for concept selection from documents 67
using domain specific ontology is presented. 68

Document indexing is the second problem. To address this, one can use a vector space 69
model of concepts or a richer and more precise model that will employ ontology. We adopt 70
the latter approach. The vector space model does not work well for short queries, hence 71
our choice of a model which uses an ontology. Furthermore, a recent survey on web search 72
engines suggests that average length of user request is 2.2 keywords (Baeza et al., 1999). 73
To deal with this characteristic, we have developed a concept-based model, which uses 74
domain dependent ontologies for responding to information selection requests. We also 75
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propose, in order to improve precision, an automatic query expansion mechanism which76
deals with user requests expressed in natural language. This automatic expansion mechanism77
generates database queries by allowing only appropriate and relevant expansion (please see78
Khan et al., 2000, 2004; Khan, 2000 for more details). Intuition suggests that in order to79
improve recall during the phase of query expansion, only controlled and correct expansion80
should be employed, guaranteeing that precision will not be degraded as a result of this81
process. Further, for the disambiguation of concepts, only the most appropriate concepts82
must be selected with reference to documents or to user requests. This can be achieved by83
taking into account the encoded knowledge in the ontology.84

Through the exploration and provision of a specific solution to the problem of retriev-85
ing audio information, the effectiveness of our disambiguation model can be shown. Tasks86
entailed by our approach to solving the problem of effective selection/retrieval of audio in-87
formation include metadata generation (description of audio), and the consequent selection88
of audio information in response to a query. We have shown that ontologies can be fruitfully89
employed in connection with facilitating metadata generation. This will require carrying out90
content extraction by relying on speech recognition technology that converts speech to text.91
To facilitate information selection requests, we can, after generating transcripts, deploy our92
ontology-based model. At present, an experimental prototype of the model has been devel-93
oped and implemented. Our working ontology, at present, has around 7,000 concepts for the94
sports news domain, with 2,481 audio clips/objects in the database. We use CNN broadcast95
sports and Fox Sports audio for sample content, along with closed captions. Through the use96
of our disambiguation algorithm, these associated closed captions are connected with the97
ontology. Through the study of what percentage of the audio objects selected are associated98
with relevant concepts we can assess the performance of our disambiguation algorithm. We99
have observed that through the use of this algorithm 90.5% of the objects extrapolated from100
closed captions successfully associate with concepts of ontologies, while only 9.5% of the101
objects fail to associate. Up to 76.9% of the objects among the 90.5% are associated with102
relevant concepts (pure); in other cases, objects are associated with relevant and irrelevant103
concepts (mixed).104

By taking the most widely used vector space model as representative of keyword search105
we can illustrate the power of ontology-based over keyword-based search techniques. For106
comparison metrics, we have used measures of precision and recall, and an F score that is107
the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Nine sample queries were run based on the cat-108
egories of broader query (generic), narrow query (specific), and context query formulation.109
On average our ontology outperforms keyword-based technique. For broader and context110
queries, the result is more pronounced than in cases of narrow queries.111

The structure of the paper will be as follows. In Section 2, we will review related work.112
In Section 3, we will introduce the research context in terms of the information media used113
(i.e., audio) and some related issues that arise in this context. In Section 4, we introduce our114
domain dependent ontology. In Section 5, we present our heuristic-based concept selection115
mechanism, including the disambiguation algorithm that allows us to choose appropriate116
concepts for the audio information unit. We also discuss metadata management issues.117
In Section 6 we give a detailed description of the prototype of our system, and provide118
data showing how our ontology-based model compares with traditional keyword-based119
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search technique. Finally, in Section 7 we present our conclusions and plans for future 120
work. 121

It is important to note that part of this research has appeared in the VLDB journal (Khan 122
et al., 2004) Reflecting a more complete understanding of this research, some part of this 123
paper will overlap with the previously published work (in particular, Section 2, part of 124
Sections 3, 4, 6 and 7). 125

2. Related work 126

Historically ontologies have been employed to achieve better precision and recall in text 127
retrieval systems (Hauptmann, 1995). Here, attempts have taken two directions, query ex- 128
pansion through the use of semantically related terms, and the use of conceptual distance 129
measures, as in our model. Among attempts using semantically related terms, query ex- 130
pansion with a generic ontology, WordNet (Miller, 1995) has been shown to be potentially 131
relevant to enhanced recall, as it permits matching a query to relevant documents that do 132
not contain any of the original query terms. (Voorhees, 1994) manually expands 50 queries 133
over a TREC-1 collection using WordNet, and observes that expansion was useful for short, 134
incomplete queries, but not promising for complete topic statements. Further, for short 135
queries, automatic expansion is not trivial; it may degrade rather than enhance retrieval 136
performance. This is because WordNet is too incomplete to model a domain sufficiently. 137
Furthermore, for short queries less context is available, which makes the query vague. 138
Therefore, it is difficult to choose appropriate concepts automatically. 139

The notion of conceptual distance between query and document provides an alternative 140
approach to modeling relevance. Smeaton et al. (1993) and Gonzalo et al. (1998) focus 141
on managing short and long documents, respectively. Note here that in these approaches 142
queries and document terms are manually disambiguated using WordNet. In our case, query 143
expansion and the selection of concepts, along with the use of the pruning algorithm, is 144
fully automatic. 145

3. Research context: Content extraction 146

To specify the content of media objects two main approaches have been employed: fully 147
automated content extraction (Hauptmann, 1995) and selected content extraction (Wilcox 148
et al., 1992). In fully automated content extraction, speech is converted to equivalent text 149
(e.g., Informedia). Word-spotting techniques can provide selected content extraction in a 150
manner that will make the content extraction process automatic. Word-spotting is a particular 151
application of automatic speech recognition techniques in which the vocabulary of interest 152
is relatively small. In our case, vocabularies of concepts from the ontology can be used. 153
Furthermore, content description can be provided in plain text, such as closed captions. 154
However, this manual annotation is labor intensive. For content extraction we rely on closed 155
captions that came with audio object itself from Fox sports and CNN web site in our case 156
(see Section 6). 157
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3.1. Definition of an audio object158

An audio object, by definition and in practice, is composed of a sequence of contiguous159
segments. Thus, in our model the start time of the first segment and the end time of the last160
segment of these contiguous segments are used respectively to denote start time and end time161
of the audio object. Further, in our model, pauses between interior segments are kept intact162
in order to insure that speech will be intelligible. The formal definition of an audio object163
indicates that an audio object’s description is provided by a set of self-explanatory tags164
or labels using ontologies. An audio-object Oi is defined by five tuple (idi , Si , Ei , Vi , Ai )165
where Idi is an object identifier which is unique, Si is the start time, Ei is the end time,166
Vi (description) is a finite set of tags or labels, i.e., Vi = {v1i , v2i , . . . , v j i , . . . , vni } for167
a particular j where v j i is a tag or label name, and Ai is simply audio recording for that168
time period. For example, an audio object is defined as {10, 1145.59, 1356.00, {Gretzky169
Wayne}, *}. Of the information in the five tuple, the first four items (identifier, start time,170
end time, and description) are called metadata.171

4. Ontologies172

An ontology is a specification of an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to173
represent for some purpose (Gibbs et al., 1994 ; Guarino et al., 1999). Therefore, an ontology174
defines a set of representational terms that we call concepts. Interrelationships among these175
concepts describe a target world. An ontology can be constructed in two ways, domain176
dependent and generic. CYC WordNet (Lenat, 1995), or Sensus (Swartout et al., 1996) are177
examples of generic ontologies. For our purposes, we choose a domain dependent ontology.178
First, this is because a domain dependent ontology provides concepts in a fine grain, while179
generic ontologies provide concepts in coarser grain. Second, a generic ontology provides180
a large number of concepts that may contribute to a larger speech recognition error.181

Figure 1 shows an example ontology for sports news, and figure 2 shows an Ontology182
Web Language (OWL, 2004). Such an ontology is usually obtained from generic sports183
terminology and domain experts. Here, we represent our ontology as a directed acyclic184
graph (DAG). Each node in the DAG represents a concept. In general, each concept in185
the ontology contains a label name and a synonyms list. Note also that this label name is186
unique in the ontology. Further, this label name is used to serve in associations of concepts187
with audio objects. The synonyms list of a concept contains vocabulary (a set of keywords)188
through which the concept can be matched with user requests. Formally, each concept has189
a synonyms list (l1, l2, l3, . . . , li , . . . , ln) where user requests are matched with this li -an190
element of the list. Note that a keyword may be shared by multiple concepts’ synonyms191
lists. For example, player “Bryant Kobe,” “Bryant Mark,” “Reeves Bryant” shares common192
word “Bryant,” which may of course create an ambiguity problem.193

4.1. Interrelationships194

Concepts are interconnected by means of interrelationships. If there is an interrelationship195
R between concepts Ci and C j , then there is also a interrelationship R′ (R inverse) between196
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Figure 1. A small portion of an ontology for a sports domain.

concepts C j and Ci . In figure 1, interrelationships are represented by labeled arcs/links. 197
Three kinds of interrelationships are used to create our ontology: specialization (Is-a), 198
instantiation (Instance-of), and component membership (Part-of). These correspond to key 199
abstraction primitives in typical object-based and semantic data models (Aslan et al., 1999). 200

IS-A: This interrelationship is used to represent specialization (concept inclusion). A con- 201
cept represented by C j is said to be a specialization of the concept represented by Ci if C j 202
is kind of Ci . For example, “NFL” is a kind of “Professional” league. In other words, “Pro- 203
fessional” league is the generalization of “NFL.” In figure 1, the IS-A interrelationship 204
between Ci and C j goes from generic concept Ci to specific concept, C j represented by a 205
broken line. IS-A interrelationship can be further categorized into two types: exhaustive 206
and non-exhaustive. An exhaustive group consists of a number of IS-A interrelationships 207
between a generalized concept and a set of specialized concepts, and places the general- 208
ized concept into a categorical relation with a set of specialized concepts in such a way so 209
that the union of these specialized concepts is equal to the generalized concept. For exam- 210
ple, “Professional” relates to a set of concepts, “NBA”, “ABL”, “CBA”, . . . , by exhaustive 211
group (denoted by caps in figure 1). Further, when a generalized concept is associated 212
with a set of specific concepts by only IS-A interrelationships that fall into the exhaus- 213
tive group, then this generalized concept will not participate in the metadata generation 214
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Figure 2. A small portion of an ontology for a sports domain in OWL.
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and SQL query generation explicitly. This is because this generalized concept is entirely 215
partitioned into its specialized concepts through an exhaustive group. We call this gener- 216
alized concept a non participant concept (NPC). For example, in figure 1 “Professional” 217
concept is NPC. On the other hand, a non-exhaustive group consisting of a set of IS-A 218
does not exhaustively categorize a generalized concept into a set of specialized concepts. 219
In other words, the union of specialized concepts is not equal to the generalized concept. 220

Instance-Of: The Instance-Of relationship denotes concept instantiation. If a concept C j is 221
an example of concept Ci , the interrelationship between them corresponds to an Instance- 222
Of denoted by a dotted line. For example, player “Wayne Gretzky” is an instance of a 223
concept “Player.” In general, all players and teams are instances of the concepts, “Player” 224
and “Team” respectively. 225

Part-Of: A concept is represented by C j is Part-Of a concept represented by Ci if Ci has 226
a C j ( as a part) or C j is a part of Ci. For example, the concept “NFL” is Part-Of the 227
concept “Football” and player, “Wayne Gretzky” is Part-Of the concept “NY Rangers.” 228

4.2. Disjunct concept 229

When a number of concepts are associated with a parent concept through IS-A interrela- 230
tionships it is important to note when these concepts are disjoint, and are referred to as 231
concepts of a disjoint type. 232

When, an object belongs to a generalized concept, and is associated with at most one of 233
the concepts from a set of its specific concepts, these specific concepts will be identified as 234
disjoint concepts. For example, the concepts NBA, CBA, or NFL are associated with the 235
parent concept Professional through association with IS-A, they become disjoint concepts. 236
Hence, any given object’s metadata cannot possess more than one such concept of the 237
disjoint type. Hence, any given object’s metadata cannot possess more than one such concept 238
of the disjoint type. For example, when an object’s metadata is the concept “NBA,” it 239
cannot be associated with another disjoint concept, such as “NFL.” It is of note that the 240
property of being disjoint helps to disambiguate concepts for keywords in user request 241
(query) disambiguation. Similarly, concepts “College Football”, and “College Basketball” 242
are disjoint concepts due to their associations with parent concept “College League” through 243
IS-A. Furthermore, “Professional,” and “Non Professional” are disjoint. Thus, we can say 244
that “NBA,” “CBA,” “ABL,” “College Basketball,” and “College Football,” are disjoint. 245

When a set of concepts are disjoint and each of these disjoint concepts is associated 246
with other concepts through Instance-of/Part-of interrelationships, each of these disjoint 247
concepts along with its associated concepts through Instance-of/Part-of interrelationships 248
will form a region. For example, each of these leagues (“NBA,” “CBA,” “ABL,” “College 249
Basketball,” and “College Football,”) and its team and player form a boundary that form a 250
region. During annotation of concepts with an audio object we strive to choose a particular 251
region. Due to the disjoint property of the concept, objects will be associated with only one 252
disjoint concept rather than two. However, it may be possible that a particular player may 253
for example play in several leagues. In that case, we consider two alternatives. First, we will 254
generate multiple instances of the player in the ontology. In other words, for each league in 255
which the player plays he will be represented by a separate concept. In this manner we are 256
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able to preserve the property of disjunction. In this case, each region is simply a sub-tree.257
Second, we will keep just one node for the player that have two parents (say), two teams.258
In this case, each region is DAG. With the former approach, maintenance or update will259
be an issue; inconsistency may arise. With the latter approach, maintenance will be easier;260
however, precision will be hurt. This is because if the query is requested in terms of a team261
where this player plays, some of retrieved objects will be related to other team and vice262
versa. This is because both teams have common child concept and query expansion phase263
allows to retrieve all associated audio objects to this player regardless of his teams. For264
example, player “Deion Sanders” plays two teams “Dallas Cowboys” (under NFL region)265
and Cincinnati Reds (under MLB region). If user request is specified by “Dallas Cowboys”266
some objects will be retrieved that contain information Cincinnati Reds along with Deion267
Sanders. For this, we adopt former approach.268

Concepts are not disjoint, on the other hand, when they are associated with a parent269
concept through Instance-Of or Part-Of. In these cases, some of these concepts may serve270
simultaneously as metadata for an audio object. An example would be the case in which the271
metadata of an audio object are team “NY Rangers” and player “Gretzky Wayne,” where272
“Grezky Wayne” is Part-Of “NY Rangers.”273

In figure 2 we show a part of ontology in ontology representation language, OWL. Con-274
cepts like, “Professional, “NBA”, and “Team” are treated as Class in OWL; on the other hand,275
“NY Rangers”, and “Gretzky Wayne” are treated as instance of some classes. IS-A interrela-276
tionship is expressed as subClassOf relationship which is defined in OWL (e.g., <owl:Class277
rdf:ID=“Injury”><rdfs:subClassOf><owl:Class rdf:ID=“Event”/></rdfs:subClassOf278
></ owl:Class>). Here Part-Of relationship is defined as an ObjectPropoerty. For ex-279
ample, if concept, “NY Rangers” is a part of concept “NHL” then this Part-Of interrela-280
tionship will be stated in the following way: <Team rdf:ID = ”NY Rangers”><PartOf281
rdf:resource=“#NHL”/></Team>. In this example, “NY Rangers” is declared as an282
Instance-Of “Team” (using Team tag/class). Disjoint/Disjunct properties of concepts are283
expressed as disjointWith property in OWL (e.g., <owl:Class rdf:ID=“Professional”>284
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource=“# Non-professional”/><rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=285
“#League”/></owl: Class>).286

5. Metadata acquisition and management of metadata287

Metadata acquisition is the name for the process through which descriptions are provided288
for audio objects. In this section we first, present the model of the mechanism though which289
concepts are selected from ontologies to facilitate words to meaning mapping, along with290
the automatic disambiguation algorithm. Next, we will present metadata management issues291
that are raised in association with these operations.292

5.1. Concept selection and disambiguation mechanisms293

Our model features an automatic disambiguation algorithm (Khan et al., 2000) for choosing294
appropriate concepts for a group of keywords, and we propose further refinements along295
these lines.296
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For each audio object we need to find the most appropriate concept(s). Recall that using 297
word-spotting or closed-captions we get a set of keywords which appear in a given audio 298
object. Now we need to map these keywords in conceptual space. In other words, we need 299
to extract concepts from keywords. This is because matching between user requests and 300
documents is done in conceptual space rather than through keyword matching. For this, 301
concepts from ontologies will be selected based on matching terms taken from their lists 302
of synonyms with those based on specified keywords. Furthermore, each of these selected 303
concepts will have a score based on a partial or a full match. It is important to note that 304
keywords in the list of synonyms might only be a variant of keywords present in a relevant 305
document. Plural, gerund forms, and past-tense suffixes are examples of syntactic variations 306
which prevent a perfect match between keywords from the list of synonyms and keywords 307
in matching documents. This problem can be partially overcome through replacing these 308
keywords with their respective stems. This is called stemming (Porter, 1997). A stem is the 309
portion of the keyword which is left after the removal of its affixes (i.e., prefixes and suffixes). 310
For example, connect is the stem for the variants: connected, connecting, connection, and 311
connections. For stemming we used the same algorithm employed in WordNet (Miller, 312
1995). 313

It is possible that a particular keyword may be associated with more than one concept in 314
the ontology. In other words, association between keyword and concept is one:many, rather 315
than one:one. Therefore, the disambiguation of concepts is required. The basic notion of 316
disambiguation is that a set of keywords occurring together determine a context for one 317
another, according to which the appropriate senses of the word (its appropriate concept) can 318
be determined. Note, for example, that base, bat, glove may have several interpretations as 319
individual terms, but when taken together, the intent is obviously a reference to baseball. 320
The reference follows from the ability to determine a context for all the terms. 321

5.2. Disambiguation methods 322

Thus, extending and formalizing the idea of context in order to achieve the disambiguation of 323
concepts, we propose an efficient pruning algorithm based on two principles: co-occurrence 324
and semantic closeness. This disambiguation algorithm first strives to disambiguate across 325
several regions using first principle, and then disambiguates within a particular region 326
using the second. The basic procedure is as follows. For automatic disambiguation within 327
an ontology a set of regions representing different concepts can be defined. The concepts, 328
as they appear in a given region, will be mutually disjoint from the concepts of other 329
regions. This becomes the basis for determining a group of appropriate concepts for a given 330
keyword or collection of keywords. In short, after keywords are matched to the concepts of 331
a given ontology, the region within the ontology in which the greatest number of selected 332
concepts occurs is determined. This region, the one containing the largest number of selected 333
concepts, will at the time be used to associate with documents and user requests. The selected 334
concepts of other different regions will be pruned automatically. 335

A simple example will make this clear. The keyword “Charlotte” for a particular docu- 336
ment is associated with two concepts of the ontology “Charlotte Hornets” and “UNC Char- 337
lotte.” One is in the region encompassing a professional league, the National Basketball 338
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Association, (NBA), the other in the region encompassing college basketball. Thus, at var-339
ious levels of complexity beyond this simplified example, the disambiguation technique340
used to distinguish between concepts is based on the general idea that any set of keywords341
occurring together in context will together determine appropriate concepts for one another,342
i.e., fall into the same region, in spite of the fact that each individual keyword is multiply343
ambiguous.344

However, since any keyword alone will determine a group of concepts which are both345
relevant and irrelevant, and which can occur in different regions, we will need to have a346
way of dealing with the possibility that even within a region selected for annotation a given347
keyword will match more than one concept. In other words, within a given region multiple348
ambiguous concepts will have been selected for a particular keyword, necessitating further349
disambiguation. In order to further prune irrelevant concepts we will need to determine350
the correlation between concepts selected in a given region. For this, we use the second351
principle; semantic distance (in the ontology). When concepts are correlated, concepts352
closely associated will be given greater weight. This association will be based on minimal353
distance in the ontology and the matching scores of concepts based on the number of354
keywords they match. Thus, selected concepts which correlate with each other will have355
a higher score, and a greater probability of being retained than non-correlated concepts. If356
scores of particular ambiguous concepts fall below a certain threshold-score, which will357
be a minimum score chosen for selected concepts for that particular object, these concepts358
will be pruned.359

For example, the annotated text for a particular audio object might be:360

Lakers keep grooving with 8th straight win. Kobe Bryant scores 21 points as the Lakers361
remain perfect on their eastern road trip with a 97-89 triumph over the Nets. Bryant362
discussed the eight game win streak and his performance in the All Star game.363

The words in italics are the keywords which are associated with the concepts of our364
ontology. The keywords “Lakers,” and “Nets” are associated with the concepts “Los Angeles365
Lakers” and “New Jersey Nets” respectively. The keyword “Bryant” is associated with the366
concepts, “Reeves Bryant,” “Bryant Mark,” and “Bryant Kobe.”367

It is important to note that all the concepts selected above are found in the region “NBA.”368
However, the keyword “Eastern” is associated with the concepts “Eastern Washington,”369
and “Eastern Michigan” which are not associated with “NBA” but with the region “College370
Basketball” (see figure 2). If we now choose only the concepts which appear in the region371
NBA, which is the region in which the greatest number of concepts occur, the concepts372
“Eastern Washington” and “Eastern Michigan” will be eliminated, since they are not found373
in that region. Thus, we keep from among the concepts selected those which appear in374
the region NBA in which the greatest number of concepts occur, and prune other selected375
concepts.376

In the selected region, in this case NBA, a keyword such as “Bryant” may be associated377
with more than one selected concept. This necessitates further disambiguation. We will want378
to know what other concept qualifies the concepts selected by keyword “Bryant” through379
correlation. As noted above in the case of the keyword “Bryant” the concepts “Bryant Kobe,”380
“Bryant Mark,” and “Reeves Bryant” are all selected. Among these ambiguous concepts,381
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Figure 3. Different regions of ontology and disambiguation of concepts in region.

however, only “Bryant Kobe” is correlated with another selected concept, in this case “Los 382
Angeles Lakers.” Therefore, “Bryant Kobe” is kept, and the concepts “Bryant Mark,” and 383
“Reeves Bryant” are thrown away (see figure 3—left side). 384

Thus, we determine the correlation of selected concepts in the region in which the greatest 385
number of keywords have been matched to the audio annotated text, and within that region 386
non-correlated ambiguous concepts are pruned. Finally, the selected concepts for this audio 387
object are “New Jersey Nets,” “Los Angeles Lakers,” and “Bryant Kobe.” 388

Further, the following example illustrates how the disambiguation algorithm discards 389
irrelevant concepts where a particular audio object semantically carries little information 390
about these concept(s). The annotated text for a particular audio object might be: 391

After only two games back, NBA bad boy Dennis Rodman of the Dallas Mavericks has 392
been ejected, fined and suspended. Rodman has been suspended without pay for one game 393
and fined $10,000 by the NBA for his actions during Tuesday night’s home loss to the 394
Milwaukee Bucks. Rodman expressed his dissatisfaction with the suspension Wednesday 395
by challenging NBA commissioner David Stern to a boxing match. 396

The concepts chosen for this audio object by our disambiguation algorithm are player 397
“Dennis Rodman,” team “Dallas Mavericks,” and team “Milwaukee Bucks,” all of which 398
belong to the region “NBA.” It is important to note that our disambiguation algorithm 399
chooses relevant concepts correctly, while irrelevant concepts are automatically pruned 400
(e.g., the concept “Boxing”). If, as in this case, the user request embodies the term boxing, 401
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our ontology-based model will not retrieve this object. By contrast, this object will be402
retrieved when keyword-based technique is employed, with a consequent loss of precision,403
even though the concept of boxing is not part of what is required to provide conceptual404
closure in this query.405

We have implemented the above idea using score-based techniques. To illustrate this406
technique we first define some terms, and then present our score-based algorithm.407

5.3. Formal definitions408

Each selected concept contains a score based on the number of keywords from the list409
of synonyms which have been matched with the annotated audio text. Recall that in an410
ontology each concept (Ci ) has a complementary list of synonyms (l1, l2, l3, . . . , li , . . . , ln).411
Keywords in the annotated text are sought which match each keyword on the element l j of412
a concept. The calculation of the score for l j , which we designate an Escore, is based on413
the number of matched keywords of l j . The largest of these scores is chosen as the score414
for this concept, and is designated Score. Furthermore, when two concepts are correlated,415
their scores, called the Propagated-score, are inversely related to their position (distance)416
in the ontology. Let us formally define each of these scores.417

Definition 1 (Element-score (Escore)). The Element-score of an element l j for a particular418
concept Ci is the number of keywords of l j matched with keywords in the annotated text419
divided by total number of keywords in l j .420

Escorei j ≡ #of keywords of l j matched

‖#of keywords in l j‖ (1)

The denominator is used to nullify the effect of the length of l j on Escorei j and ensures421
that the final weight is between 0 and 1.422

Definition 2 (Concept-score (Score)). The Concept-score for a concept, Ci is the largest423
score of all its element-scores. Thus,424

Scorei = max Escorei j where 1 ≤ j ≤ n (2)
425

Definition 3 (Region-score (CscoreR)). The Region-score (CscoreR) for a region R is the426
summation of Concept-score of selected concepts that are belonged to this region. Note that427
for ambiguous concepts for a particular keyword, their average concept-score is calculated428
and added to the sum rather than taken as the mere sum of the individual scores.429

Definition 4 (Semantic distance (SD (Ci , C j ))). SD (Ci , C j ) between concepts Ci and430
C j is defined as the shortest path between two concepts, Ci and C j in the ontology. Note431
that if concepts are in the same level and no path exists, the semantic distance is infinite. For432
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example, the semantic distance between concepts “NBA” and team “Lakers” is 1 (see figure 433
3). This is because the two concepts are directly connected via a Part-Of inter-relationship. 434
Similarly, the semantic distance between “NBA,” and “Bryant Kobe” is 2. The semantic 435
distance between “Los Angeles Lakers,” and “New Jersey Nets” is infinite. 436

Definition 5 (Propagated-score (Si ). From a set of selected concepts (C j , C j+1, . . . , Cn) if 437
a concept, Ci , is correlated with a set of concepts (C j , C j+1, . . . , Cn), the propagated-score 438
of Ci is its own Score, Scorei plus the scores of each of the rest of selected concepts’ 439
(Ck k = j, j + 1, . . . , n) Scorek divided by SD(Ci , Ck). Here correlated between two 440
concepts means how these two concepts can be reachable from one another in the DAG. 441
Note that children concepts of a particular concept will not be reachable from one another 442
and hence, not correlated. Thus, 443

Si = Scorei +
k=n∑

k= j

Scorek

SD(Ci , Ck)

= Scorei + Scorej

SD(Ci , C j )
+ Scorej+1

SD(Ci , C j+1)
+ · · · + Scoren

SD(Ci , Cn)
(3)

Thus, when two selected concepts are associated/correlated with each other and semantic 444
distance is greater than one, these concepts will have a lower Si and Sj compared to concepts 445
with the same concept-scores and a semantic distance which is one. This is because for higher 446
semantic distances concepts are correlated in a broader sense. Thus, correlated concepts 447
have a higher Si than non-correlated concepts. For example, in figure 3 the values of Scorei 448
for “Los Angeles Lakers” and “Bryant Kobe” are 0.5 and 1.0 respectively. Furthermore, 449
these concepts are correlated with a semantic distance of 1, and their Propagated-scores are 450
1.5 (0.5 + 1.0/1) and 1.5 (1.0 + 0.5/1) respectively. 451

Definition 6 (Smax). For an object, Smax is the largest score of all its selected concepts’ 452
(i.e., due to the match between concept keywords and annotated text) propagated-score, Si . 453

Definition 7 (Threshold-score (γScore)). The Threshold-score for an object is a certain 454
fraction of its Smax. It is simply determined by the product of Smax and a threshold-constant. 455
This threshold-constant can be between 0 and 1. 456

The pseudo-code for the disambiguation algorithm is given in figure 5:Au: Pls. check cita-
tion of fig. 5 is ok
here.

457
There is a trade-off associated with the selection of value of threshold-constant (γ ); γ 458

can be 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . . For high values of γ , we may lose some relevant concepts and at 459
the same time discard many irrelevant concepts for audio objects. On the other hand, for a 460
lower value of γ , we may keep many irrelevant concepts along with those which are correct. 461
Our goal, for a given audio object, is to keep as many relevant concepts as possible and to 462
throw away the maximum number of irrelevant concepts. By increasing γ , we may discard 463
many ambiguous concepts. In this case, some of those discarded are indeed irrelevant for 464
the object, and by throwing out these concepts better precision can be achieved. This is 465
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Figure 4. Illustrain of scores and propagated-scores of selected concepts.

because in the latter case a given irrelevant object will not be retrieved when the user query466
is related to one of these discarded concepts.467

For the example (given in figure 3), the concepts “Los Angeles Lakers,” “New Jersey468
Nets,” “Bryant Kobe,” “Bryant Mark,” and “Reeves Bryant,” are selected in the selection of469
region “NBA.” Si , propagated-scores for these concepts are 1.5, 0.5, 1.5, 0.5, 0.5 respectively470
(see figure 4). Note that “Los Angeles Lakers,” and “Bryant Kobe” are correlated with471
semantic distance 1 and “Los,” and “New” are removed due to the fact that they belong to472
a stop list of common words. Smax is 1.5 here and ambiguous concepts are “Bryant Kobe,”473
“Bryant Mark,” and “Reeves Bryant.” If we set γ = 0.6, then the ambiguous concepts474
“Bryant Mark,” and “Reeves Bryant” are discarded since their Si scores fall below 0.9475
(Smax ∗ γ = 1.5 ∗ 0.6). Although Si for “New Jersey Nets” is 0.5, which falls below the476
threshold-score, we keep it because it is not an ambiguous concept. Threshold checking is477
applied for ambiguous concepts. Since, in the case of a non-ambiguous concept we do not478
apply threshold checking, we will keep the concept without further consideration.479

5.4. Characteristics of disambiguation algorithm480

At this point we present the features of our disambiguation algorithm.481
First, through the use of the algorithm it might be possible that a relevant concept may be482

discarded along with irrelevant ones. This is because a relevant concept may not correlate483
with other concepts, hence its Si is low. When relevant concepts are discarded recall will be484
hurt, because objects with these concepts will not be retrieved if the user request is framed in485
terms of these concepts. For example, the annotated text for an audio object is: “Flyers fall486
to Leafs. Eric scored two goals and the Leafs staved off Flyers’ third-period rally to hang on487
for a 4–2 victory Wednesday night over the Philadelphia Flyers.” The concepts “Desjardins488
Eric,” “Lindros Eric”, “Philadelphia Flyers”, and “Toronto Maple Leafs” are selected. The489
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Figure 5. Pseudo code for disambiguation algorithm.

propagated-scores Si for these concepts are 1.5, 0.8333, 1.5, and 0.833 respectively. The 490
interrelationships between player “Desjardins Eric,” and team “Philadelphia Flyers” and 491
player “Lindros Eric” and team “Toronto Maple Leafs” are Part-Of. If γ = 0.6 is chosen as 492
a threshold-constant, among two ambiguous concepts “Lindros Eric” (0.8333 < 1.5 ∗ 0.6) 493
will be thrown away, and “Desjardins Eric,” will be kept. In other words, the relevant 494
concept, “Lindros Eric” will be discarded. 495

Second, note that if there is no correlation, the algorithm fails to resolve ambiguity. In that 496
case, we keep all the selected concepts. For example, the annotated text for an audio object 497
is: “Young Tiger hurlers hoping balance offense.” Major league baseball’s team “Detroit 498
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Tigers” and players “Tiger Dmitri” and “Tiger Eric” are selected. The Si scores for these499
concepts are 0.5. Due to a lack of correlations, we cannot throw away irrelevant concepts500
“Tiger Dmitri” and “Tiger Eric.”501

Furthermore, due to the incompleteness of the ontology, some irrelevant concepts may502
be associated with audio objects. For example, the annotated text for an audio object is:503

Team Up exciting part of NBA All-Star weekend for commissioner. NBA commissioner504
David Stern believes that Team Up, a program that encourages young people to volunteer505
their time to the community, is the most exciting part of the All-Star weekend. Former506
players Bob Lanier and Michael Cooper agree, and say the program is about making a507
difference in people’s lives.508

Among the concepts selected, NBA players “Cage Michael,” “Curry Michael,” “David509
Kornel,” “Dickerson Michael,” “Robinson David,” “Wingate David”, are wrongly selected510
because our ontology does not contain knowledge about the NBA commissioner.511

Third, one important observation is that when a keyword selects one concept we assume512
that it is unambiguous, although this unambiguous concept may have a low score as a result513
of not being correlated with other concepts. In the figure 4, as a case in point, the concept514
“New Jersey Nets” has Si = 0.5. Further, some of these concepts may not be relevant to515
audio objects. If the annotated text for an audio object is:516

Titans coaches bring game plan to Atlanta. The Tennessee Titans fight through the cold517
of Atlanta and the absence of a bye week to prepare for the SuperBowl against the Rams518
Sunday. Titans quarterback Steve McNair believes that the cold weather might actually519
help his turf toe.520

Besides, concepts “Mcnair Steve” and “Tennessee Titans,” player “Weathers Andre,” a521
concept which is not relevant, is also selected.522

Finally, it may be possible that among ambiguous concepts one will simply subsume the523
other. For example, the annotated text for an audio object is: “Caps Oates scores 300th524
goal; beat Islanders. Adam Oates scores his 300th career goal with 5:01 left Monday night,525
giving the Washington Capitals a 3-2 victory over the New York Islanders.” Concepts526
“Oates Adam,” “Washington Capitals,” “York Mike,” and “York Rangers” are selected. Note527
that “York Mike,” and “York Rangers” are ambiguous concepts, and the interrelationship528
between “York Mike” and “York Rangers” is Part-Of. In that case we discard concept, “York529
Mike.” This is because for this audio object, one team “Washington Capitals” has already530
been selected. Most probably the object conveys information about one team’s performance531
over the other. It is important to note that if concept “York Mike” is selected with higher532
Si , we keep this concept.533

Therefore, disambiguation fails to disambiguate concepts when there is little or no cor-534
relation among the concepts selected. This is an extremely rare occurrence. In a case in535
which it does occur, we keep all selected concepts; where some of them are relevant and536
some are irrelevant. However, whenever some clue (i.e., additional concepts) is available in537
almost cases disambiguation discards the irrelevant concepts which have been associated538
with audio objects. In only a few cases are relevant concepts also discarded.539
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This way we guarantee that precision will not be hurt in the course of the extraction of 540
concepts from keywords in the phase of document representation. This will contribute a 541
gain over keyword-based search on one side of the coin (i.e., document representation) with 542
the other side of the coin being the querying mechanism (see Chapter 6 of Khan (2000)). 543

6. Experimental implementation 544

We have constructed an experimental prototype system which is based upon a client server 545
architecture. The server (a SUN Sparc Ultra 2 model with 188 MBytes of main memory) 546
has an Informix Universal Server (IUS), which is an object relational database system. 547

For the sample audio content we use CNN broadcast sports audio and Fox Sports. We 548
have written a hunter program in Java that goes to these web sites and downloads all audio 549
and video clips with closed captions. The average size of the closed captions for each clip 550
is 25 words, after removing stop words. These associated closed captions are used to hook 551
with the ontology. As of today, our database has 2,481 audio clips. The usual duration of a 552
clip is not more than 5 minutes in length. Wav and ram are used for media format. 553

Currently, our working ontology has around 7,000 concepts for the sports domain (see 554
Table 1). For fast retrieval, we load the upper level concepts of the ontology in main memory, 555
while leaf concepts are retrieved on a demand basis. Hashing is also used to increase the 556
speed of retrieval. 557

Our prototype system has five components: Database, metadata generator, selector, 558
player, and user interface. The selection of concepts and the use of the disambiguation 559
algorithm takes place in the metadata generator module, where the algorithm chooses ap- 560
propriate concepts for audio clips from their closed captions (shown by 1 in figure 6; 561
discussed in Section 5). Only the concepts, along with their URLs as metadata, are stored in 562
the database. The database does not contain any audio data. It contains URLs that facilitate 563
downloading audio data on demand from the source in which it is stored. The User Inter- 564
face handles user requests expressed in the form of natural language, and dispatches these 565
to the selector (shown by 2 in figure 6). The selector, using the pruning module, chooses 566
relevant concepts and discards those which are irrelevant (discussed in Section 5.2). From 567
the concepts selected, the selector generates database queries in SQL, using an expansion 568
module with possible optimizations, and then submits these to the database (shown by 3 569
in figure 6; discussed in (Khan, 2000)). The URLs of relevant clips, with closed captions, 570

Table 1. Parameters used for experimental results.

Media support Wav and Ram

Total # of clips 2,481

Maximum length of clip 5 min

Average size of closed caption for a clip after removing stop words 25 words

Total # of concepts in ontologies 7,000

Average # of concepts associated with an object 4.47
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Figure 6. Components of our prototype system.

are next displayed in the web browser, with the most recent relevant clip shown first. When571
the user clicks on a closed caption, the browser will invoke the real player/windows media572
player (shown by 4 in figure 6). Note that concept selection, the disambiguation modules573
for metadata generation, and the pruning and query expansion modules with possible op-574
timizations for selection are all written in Java. Furthermore, the connectivity between the575
database and these modules has been achieved through JDBC.576

6.1. Interface577

To enter a query into our system with basic form, users are merely required to type in a578
few descriptive keywords and to hit “search.” Our interface will then provide a set of html579
pages that contain the hyperlink (absolute URL) of relevant audio objects, along with closed580
captions (see figure 7). Each html contains at most 20 audio objects. When a user clicks on581
a certain closed caption, a real player or windows media player will be invoked, depending582
on the medium used, and the clip will start to play.583

Our interface automatically expands user search using stemming, so when a user types584
in “boxing” the interface searches for “boxer” as well, and maybe even “box” (discussed585
in Section 5.1). There is some argument about whether this is good or bad, but it is a586
necessary reflection of the fact that our matching criterion is from concept to concept rather587
than keyword to keyword. Furthermore, our disambiguation algorithm always chooses the588
right concepts from the keywords. Therefore, additional query terms usually do not hurt589
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Figure 7. Effect of threshold on audio objects associated concepts.

precision. As discussed in Section 5.1, our Interface removes common words such as “of” 590
and “for” from the query before it starts to search. We ignore these words for two reasons: 591

• Common words rarely help narrow down a search, and 592
• Common words slow down searching significantly. 593

It is important to note that our basic interface will return objects that contain only some 594
of the query terms, not necessarily all of them. For example, a user types “Los Angeles 595
Lakers or Portland Trail Blazers.” Our interface will return objects that talk about either 596
“Los Angeles Lakers,” or “Portland Trail Blazers,” or both. However, if the user types “Los 597
Angeles Lakers and Portland Trail Blazers,” the interface will retrieve the previous result 598
set. Thus we do not discriminate between keyword “and” as opposed to keyword “or.” 599
Furthermore, when the user types “NBA and NHL,” the retrieved object should contain 600
information about either the NBA or the NHL (See Section 6.2 & Khan (2000) for more 601
details). This is because these concepts are disjoint. Since our goal is not to achieve a level of 602
understanding comparable to that of natural language, these terms “and,” and “or” are added 603
to the list of common words. However, the user can construct conjunctive or difference (not) 604
queries using a few advanced search operators. 605

6.2. Advanced search interface 606

In conjunctive query the interface returns only objects that include all the query terms. The 607
+ operator enforces “and” behavior in our interface (i.e. the user types “Los Angeles Lakers 608
+ Portland Trail Blazers”). Sometimes it is helpful to choose words to be excluded from a 609
search. That is, we want all relevant result objects except those conveying certain keywords. 610
We support this “not” functionality with the “−” operator (i.e. the user types “hockey- 611
college hockey.” Furthermore, our interface does not discriminate between whether or not 612
the query terms are found in close proximity. 613
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6.3. Results614

6.3.1. Effectiveness of disambiguation algorithm. We have completed study of the per-615
formance of our disambiguation algorithm by considering what percentage of audio objects616
it can successfully disambiguate. Furthermore, we studied the impact of levels of thresh-617
old values on pruning irrelevant concepts associated with audio objects while retaining618
those which are relevant. For study data, we ran our disambiguation algorithms over the619
audio clips’ closed captions. We then inspected the concepts associated with various audio620
objects. In figure 7 the X axis represents the value of threshold, γ , while the Y axis repre-621
sents the percentage of instances in which objects are annotated with only correct concepts622
(category I), with wrong concepts (category II), and with no concept at all (category III). In623
category II, showing wrong concepts, some correct concepts may also be present (mixed).624

For γ = 0 when the disambiguation algorithm works among different regions, we ob-625
served that 9.5% of the objects failed to associate with any concept of the ontology (category626
III). This is because our ontology is incomplete. For example, an audio object includes ref-627
erence to a famous hockey player whose career ended ten years ago, and who recently628
passed away. There is no concept for this player in our ontology, so our algorithm fails to629
associate a concept with this object. Thus, recall will be hurt. On the other hand, 90.5%630
of the objects are associated with at least some concepts of the ontology (category I & II).631
Among these, 60.8% objects are all associated with relevant concepts (category I). In other632
words, in 60.8% of the cases there is no association with an irrelevant concept. Nor in these633
cases, have we missed any relevant concept. 29.7% objects are associated with at least one634
irrelevant concept along with relevant concepts (category II). In this case, precision is hurt635
due to the annotation of irrelevant concepts. Note that in this case these irrelevant concepts636
for an audio object are distributed in several regions or a particular region.637

With an increasing value of γ , the threshold-constant, ambiguous concepts will be dis-638
carded from category II. Furthermore, this threshold-constant strives to resolve ambiguity639
for an audio object in a particular region, rather than in several regions. Recall that an640
audio object might be associated with several concepts. From there the Smax score is calcu-641
lated and ambiguous concepts whose propagated-score, Si , falls below Smax ∗ γ are simply642
discarded. Note that Smax varies from object to object. Thus, some objects will be rid of643
irrelevant concepts and will now be associated with correct concepts (category I). However,644
as emphasized earlier, there is a chance that with the increasing value of γ , for a given audio645
object, we may lose a relevant concept as we shed those which are irrelevant. Thus, recall646
will be diminished at the expense of improving precision. For a particular γ in figure 7,647
the first, second, and third bars represent category I, II and III respectively. Hence, with648
γ equal to the values 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 respectively, 73.7%, 75%, 76.9%, 76.9%,649
and 76.9% of the objects are associated with relevant concepts (category I). Further, 16.8%,650
15.5%,13.6%, 13.6% and 13.6% of the objects are associated with irrelevant concept(s),651
along with relevant concept(s), and/or are missing some relevant concepts that are selected652
a priori (as compared to γ = 0). Note also that category III is independent of the increasing653
value of γ .654

In figure 8 we show separately the results of our study of the impact of an increasing value655
of γ for category II. Increasing the value of γ not only leads to the discarding of irrelevant656
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Figure 8. Effect of threshold on audio objects’ irrelevant concepts (mixture).

concepts from audio objects but also to the loss of relevant concepts. Here, the X axis 657
represents the threshold value of γ , while the Y axis represents the percentage of objects 658
in which discarded irrelevant concepts and relevant concepts occur for category II. For a 659
particular γ , the first, second, and third bars represent the percentage of objects in which 660
all associated irrelevant concept were discarded, the percentage of objects in which at least 661
one relevant concept was discarded, and the percentage of objects in which no ambiguous 662
concept was discarded out of the 29.7% total objects of category II at γ = 0. With γ = 0.2, 663
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6, 43.4%, 47.81%, 54.21%, 54.22% and 54.22% of the objects reflect 664
the condition that only irrelevant concepts have been discarded, while only 3.4%, 5.05%, 665
10.77%, 11.78% and 11.78% of the objects reflect the condition that relevant concepts 666
have been discarded. One important observation is that with an increasing γ , more objects 667
discarded irrelevant concept(s) as compared to a decreasing number of objects in which 668
correct concepts were missed. For γ = 0, 60.8% objects are in category I. With γ = 0.2, 669
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6, out of 29.7% objects 12.89% (43.4% ∗ 29.7%), 14.20% (47.81% 670
∗ 29.7%), 16.10% (54.21% ∗ 29.7%), 16.10% (54.22% ∗ 29.7%) and 16.10% (54.22% ∗ 671
29.7%) of the objects are all associated with relevant concepts respectively. These will be 672
added to the 60.8% of the objects associated with relevant concepts at γ = 0 and are in 673
category I. Thus, with γ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6, 73.69%, 75%, 76.9%, 76.9%, and 674
76.9% objects are in category I respectively in figure 7. 675

Note also, with the increasing threshold-constant, γ curves of categories I, and II (in 676
figure 7) and all curves in figure 8 become flat. This is because at γ = 0.4 or higher 677
the disambiguation algorithm is unable to throw any new irrelevant/relevant concepts from 678
category II. It is important to note that in our data set the propagated-scores of non-correlated 679
concepts do not fall into this range. Moreover, in our data set, the semantic distance of most 680
of the correlated selected concepts is 1. After the propagation of scores among these concepts 681
their propagated-scores are equal, and they participate in the selection based on the largest 682
scores principle. On the other hand, the propagated-scores of non-correlated concepts are 683
low. When we cannot disambiguate concepts due to unavailability of context (i.e., usually 684
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selected concepts’ propagated-scores are equal) we simply keep all the concepts, both those685
which are relevant and those which are not.686

Now, the question is what threshold constant should we choose? This will depend on687
the dataset. However, inability to achieve further progress in distinguishing relevant from688
irrelevant concepts dictates a limit on increasing the threshold-constant value. This is seen689
when categories II and III cease changing. With regard to categories II and III the threshold-690
constant governs the way in which concepts associated with an object are used as metadata691
to handle user requests. For example, in the above result we increased the threshold-constant692
0.1 in each successive iteration. When we observe that categories II and III have become693
flat we simply stop and use the value 0.4, which is the maximum value in the set of694
threshold-constants (γ ) from successive iterations. After that the process ceases and no695
further improvement is possible with the increasing threshold-constants (e.g., 0.5, 0.6, and696
so forth).697

A set of queries from real users were gathered through this interface they posed. These698
queries are then grouped into the three categories: broad query, narrow query, and context699
query. The comparison metrics used for these two search techniques are precision, recall,700
and F score. For each category, we have sorted queries based on the ascending score of F701
score metric for keyword-based technique and for each category first three queries results702
are reported. Hence, worst case result has been reported from our ontology-based model703
perspective. Thus, results are reported for only nine queries in Table 2. The average recall704
of ontology-based model and keyword technique is 91.3%, and 55.6% respectively. The705
average precision of ontology-based model and keyword technique is 87.7% and 67.5%706

Table 2. Recall/precision/F score for two search techniques.

Recall Precision F score

Ontology Keyword Ontology Keyword Ontology Keyword
Types of Queries (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Generic/broader queries
Query 1 90 11 98 95 94 20

Query 2 95 15 89 90 92 26

Query 3 87 30 100 82 93 44

Specific/narrow queries

Query 4 85 71 100 72 91 71

Query 5 100 65 77 100 87 79

Query 6 90 76 76 90 83 83

Context queries

Query 7 100 74 74 16 82 27

Query 8 90 76 76 29 82 42

Query 9 85 83 100 34 92 49

Averages 91.3 55.6 87.7 67.5 88.7 49
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respectively. Table 2 also shows the comparative F score for these two algorithms. Re- 707
sults show that ontology-based model (average F = 88.7%) out performs keyword based 708
technique (average F = 49%). 709

7. Conclusions 710

We have proposed a potentially powerful and novel approach based on the development of 711
an ontology-based model for the generation of metadata for audio, and the selection of audio 712
information in a user customized manner. The ontology we propose can be used to generate 713
information selection requests in database queries, something we have demonstrated in this 714
paper. For a demonstration project we have used a domain of sports news information, but 715
our results can be generalized to fit many additional important content domains including 716
video with closed captions. By providing many different levels of abstraction in a flexible 717
manner with greater accuracy in terms of precision, recall and F score, our ontology-based 718
model has demonstrated its power over keyword based search techniques 719

We are confident that the fundamental conceptual framework for this project is sound, 720
and its implementation completely feasible from a technical standpoint. The most pressing 721
remaining question relates to the cost of building such domain-specific ontologies and con- 722
necting domain data to them automatically. These questions are being addressed by ongoing 723
ontology construction research in the knowledge representation community. Still other tasks 724
remain to be undertaken in future work. These include detailed work on evolving ontolo- 725
gies, extracting highlighted sections of audio, addressing retrieval questions in the video 726
domain, and facilitation of cross-media indexing. It is our goal to build ontology that is easy 727
to update, open and dynamic both algorithmically and structurally for easy construction and 728
modification, and fully capable of adapting to changes and new developments in a domain. 729
Suppose, for example, player “Bryant Kobe” switches from team “Los Angeles Lakers” 730
to team “Portland Trail Blazers.” In this case, we need to remove the interrelationship link 731
between concepts “Bryant Kobe” and “Los Angeles Lakers” and add a new link between 732
the concepts “Bryant Kobe” and “Portland Trail Blazers.” 733

By implication, we would like to address the problem of how to create useful ontology by 734
minimizing the cost of initial creation, while allowing for novel concepts to be added with 735
minimum intervention and delay, and to do so we would like to combine techniques from 736
knowledge representation (Mitra et al., 2000), resource description framework (Using XML: 737
Ontology and Conceptual Knowledge Markup Languages, 1999; Resource Description 738
Framework), natural language processing, and machine learning. 739
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